
Major Markets

Supermarkets and grocery stores

Supermarkets, mass merchandiser and grocery stores constitute the largest downstream market for this 
industry's products, accounting for 54.0% of revenue in 2016. These markets purchase products in bulk 
directly from commercial bakeries that manufacture and wholesale baked products. Most major 
commercial bakeries, including Flowers Foods and Grupo Bimbo, have their own distribution fleets, which 
are typically used to deliver bread products straight from the production facility to major retail chains such 
as Walmart or Kroger. Many commercial bakeries also sell their products in bulk to independent bread 
distributors, who are self-employed individuals with exclusive rights to distribute the bakery's brands 
within a given geographic area. In general, bakeries sell directly to larger retail channels via their own 
distribution networks, while relying on independent distributors to sell to smaller retail channels. 
Supermarkets serve as the single most important point of purchase for end-use consumers. This market's 
share of industry revenue has declined over the past few years as other market segments, such as the 
local retail bakery market, have commanded a greater share of this industry. IBISWorld anticipates this 
market segment to shrink slightly as demand from convenience stores and retail bakeries continues to 
increase.

Food service, hospitality and institutional customers

Representing an estimated 24.6% of total industry revenue in 2016, this market includes full-service and 
fast food restaurants, the hospitality industry, food service contractors and other commercial or 
institutional customers within the United States. Demand for industry goods from institutional customers, 
such as schools, prison systems and corporate cafeterias, has remained stable during this five-year 
period. On the other hand, food service clients like fast food restaurants have increased demand for 
industry goods over the past three years, as rising discretionary income and leisure time have 
encouraged Americans to dine out more frequently. These commercial customers are the largest market 
for fresh and frozen rolls, bagels and buns.



Local bakeries and specialty stores

Specialty bakeries, cake shops, coffee shops and gourmet cafes are estimated to account for 8.0% of 
revenue in 2016. Specialty stores typically sell small or individual-sized pastries alongside other 
accompaniments such as coffee. Small, independent bakeries that sell directly to consumers are also 
included in this category. This segment's share of revenue has fluctuated over the past five years due to 
macroeconomic factors and consumers' increasing health concerns. Since most local bakeries bake their 
own fresh bread products, this market segment has attracted increasing numbers of health-conscious 
consumers who prefer handmade, artisan-style breads to packaged bread products available at larger 
grocery stores. Overall increases in discretionary income and consumer spending are also expected to 
boost demand from this market, especially from retail bakeries that produce gourmet bread varieties at a 
premium price. Consequently, this market's share is expected to continue growing strongly at the 
expense of the supermarket and grocery stores segment.

Exports

Exports of bread products have steadily increased over the past five years, from a 3.0% share of revenue 
in 2011 to an estimated 3.5% in 2016. Historically, Mexico and Canada have been the largest recipients 
of US exports because of their close proximity to the United States. Geographic proximity is a major factor 
influencing trade destination due to the short shelf life of bread. Shifting consumer preferences in Mexico, 
Asia and some parts of the European Union have also boosted exports of specialty products such as 
gluten-free and low-glycemic bread. For more information about exports, see the International Trade 
section.

Key Success Factors – What keeps them up at night

Ability to pass on cost increases: Successful manufacturers are able to pass on increasing input costs 

by raising their product prices without significantly lowering product demand.

Supply contracts in place for key inputs: Guaranteed supplies at fixed prices minimize supply costs 

and volatility while aiding production planning. Successful operators can hedge against commodity 

volatility by purchasing diverse strains of wheat and other ingredients from multiple suppliers.

Proximity to key markets: Successful operators have production facilities located near downstream 

markets because of the perishable nature of bread and the high cost of transporting goods.

Use of most efficient work practices: Due to the moderate labor intensity and high ratio of wages to 

revenue, workplace efficiency is a main factor determining production speed and volume.

Product differentiation: Successful producers are able to differentiate their products to maintain market 

share and increase sales. Brand recognition, quality and value are important considerations for potential 

customers.

Establishment of brand names: Brand recognition and popularity is critical for operators that want to 

expand into new channels (e.g. convenience stores, coffee shops) and obtain greater shelf space in 

supermarkets and grocery stores.

SIC Codes represented in this vertical

The largest SIC code is Bakeries With Cooking On Premises, SIC 8461.

Source: “Bread Production in the US – 31181”, IBISWorld, September 2016


